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THE LEFSCHETZ FIXED POINT THEOREM FOR

NONCOMPACT LOCALLY CONNECTED SPACES
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R. J. KNILL

ABSTRACT.   Leray's notion of convexoid space is localized and used to show

that if /: M — M is a relatively compact map on a locally convex manifold M,

and / has no fixed points then its Lefschetz trace is zero.   A similar theorem

holds for certain adjunction spaces   Y  U   Z  where   Y  is  Ç-simplicial and  Z   is

locally convexoid.   A number of other properties of locally convexoid spaces are

derived; for example, any neighborhood retract of a locally convexoid space is

locally convexoid.

The Lefschetz fixed point theorem has long been known to hold for compact

manifolds, including compact homological manifolds.   By restricting attention to

compact maps, Leray extended the Lefschetz theorem to open subsets of Banach

spaces and more recently, Browder and Eells have obtained it for infinite dimen-

sional manifolds modelled on Banach and Fréchet spaces.   The Leray, Browder

and Eells results were each obtained by a reduction to the Lefschetz theorem

for compact spaces.   This same technique does not seem to apply to other infinite

dimensional manifolds, such as those modelled on Montel spaces.   In this paper

we will consider this problem in the general context of regular Hausdorff locally

connected spaces.   For spaces which are locally connected in the sense of Cech,

the Lefschetz fixed point theorem will be obtained for compact maps which have

finite dimensional image.   By localizing Leray's notion of convexoid space, and

freeing it from compactness, it will be possible to obtain the Lefschetz theorem

for compact maps of locally convex manifolds with no dimensional restrictions.

Because of its applicability to noncompact spaces, the notion of Ç-simplicial

space will be used throughout, along with related techniques.   As an auxiliary to

these techniques, a relative form of the classical method of acyclic carriers, the

method of acyclic pairs of interlaced carriers, will be applied-whenever it will be

necessary to construct chain maps,

1.   Preliminaries. With a few explicit changes, the conventions and notation

of this paper are those of [16]; the most important are summarized here.   All
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spaces are regular Hausdorff.   All homology and cohomology groups have for

coefficient group a fixed field Q.   Let   y be a space and let  a be a family of

subsets of   y.   For a subset X of   Y, X    is the abstract simplicial complex

formed by the finite subsets of the sets  X O A  where A £ a, and  C+(Xa) is the

oriented chain complex of Xawith coefficients in the field Q.   If W is a subset

of X, then  Wa is a subcomplex of Xa, and  Cj^Vi A C C+(Xa).   For a chain

c e C+(Xa), the support sup(c) is defined as

sup(c) = niW:c £CA\V/)\.

If  V is any subset of  Y, then let the s7ar of Ol on  V be the set

Sta(V) = (UM ea: A ftV¿0\)uV.

Let  a* = lSta(A): A £ a}.

For families  cl, ß and y of subsets of  Y, and a chain map c/3: C^(X A —<

Cj^Yß),   one says that (b is subordinate to y if, for each chain c in  C„.(Xa),

Sty(sup(c)) D sup (£(c).

For example, if °. refines ß,  C^Xj is a subchain complex of  Cj,Y A,   and the

inclusion is subordinate to any y.

Generally X will always be a subset of   Y, and in this context an opeT2

covering of X will mean a family a of open subsets of   Y such that   Uä3X,

The following definition of Q-simplicial (Q being the coefficient field, of course)

is taken from [16].   y is Q-simplicial at a compact subset X if for any open

covering a   of  X there exists an open covering   a" = a"(X)  of  X with the property

that for aTzy open covering  ß of   y, there is a chain map

<o: CAX  J-» CÁY )
*     aH *     (3

which is subordinate to a.    Y is  Q-simplicial at a subset   y    if it is   Q-simpli-

cial at every compact subset of   y , and  "Y is  Q-simplicial at   Y," will be

stated only as  "Y is Q-simplicial."

To anyone conversant with Lefschetz's quasi complex structures, the notion

of Q-simplicial spaces is evidently a derivative of the former notion.   The intent,

as with quasicomplexes, is to impose conditions strong enough to be used in

place of simplicial approximation to prove a type of Lefschetz fixed point theorem,

but without imposing any extratopological structure in the fashion of semicomplex

structures  ([7], [25]), which are used for obtaining more information than we need.

If  y and   y    are spaces and f: Y —> Y    is a map such that the induced

Cech cohomology homomorphisms
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H"(f;Q):H"(Y';Q)-+Hn(Y;Q)

ate zero for all but finitely many values of  n and otherwise  Hn(j; Q) has a

finite dimensional image, then we say that / has finite rank (over Q).   If X C Y

is such that  f(Y) C X,  the corestriction of / to  X,  is the map fx: Y —> X such

that fx(y) = f(y) fot all y £ Y.

In the case in which   Y = Y , and / has finite rank, one defines the Lefschetz

number of / in the usual fashion  [21] as

A(/;ß)= Z (- D"tr w"(/; e).
n>0

The operational theorem of this paper is

1.1 Theorem [16]. Suppose that  Y  is a space which is Q-simplicial at a

compact subset X.   Suppose further that f: Y —> Y  is a map such that f(Y) C X

and such that fx has finite rank.   If A(f; Q) 4 0, then f has a fixed point.

A useful theorem which is deducible from the work of Dowker [10]  is the

following.

1.2 Theorem (Dowker). Suppose that  Y  is a space,  X  is a compact subspace

and a is an open covering of X.   Then there is a finite subcomplex K of X

and a chain map

n: CAXa) -» CAK)

which is subordinate to a..   The dimension of K may be assumed to be at most

that of the nerve of ex.

2.  The method of acyclic pairs of interlaced carriers.  If   K is a simplicial

complex and  C^ is an augmented chain complex over a field   Q, then a carrier

Y: K     > Cj. is a function which assigns to each simplex s of  K an augmented

subchain complex  Y(s) of  C^,  subject to the condition that if  t is a face of  s,

then  Y(t) C Y(s).   if  L is a subcomplex of  K, a chain map co: C^(L) —> C^ is

carried by Y if, for s £ L, a>C^(s~) C Y(s).   (Here s   is the subcomplex of  K

formed by all faces of s.)

Definition. Suppose that   K is a simplicial complex, and  C^ is an augmented

chain complex.   A pair  (A, A ),  of carriers of   K into  C^  is said to be interlaced

if, for a simplex  5  of   K, and proper face  t of  s,  we have  A(/) C A'(s) C A(s).

For  p > 0, a pair of interlaced carriers  (A, A ) is  p-acyclic if, for each integer

n,  0 < 72 < p, and each 72-simplex s of  K, the inclusion A'(s) —. A(s) induces the

zero homomorphism of H(.A'(s)) into îln(A(s)), where  r7n is the  nth reduced
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homology functor.   If  (A, A')  is p-acyclic for all  p > 0,  it is  acyclic.

Example. Suppose that   K is a simplicial complex and  F   CT   C • • •CTP+  =

F is a filtration of carriers of  K into an augmented chain complex  C*.   Then one

defines a pair of interlaced carriers (A, A ) of  K into C*, by letting, for an

T2-simplex s  of  K,

A(s) = A'(s) = F(s)     it n > p

and let

A'(s) = F"(s),    Ms) = Fn + 1(s)    tot 0 < 72 < p.

Then  (A, A')  is   p-acyclic if the inclusion  F"(s) —» rw+1(s)  induces the zero

homomorphism  rV (r"(s)) —> H (r"+1(s)),  for any  T2-simplex  s of   K and for any

0 <n < p.   If, in addition, dim K = p,  then   (A, A ) is   t»-acyclic.

If   K is a simplicial complex, then   Kp denotes the   p-dimensional skeleton

of  K,

Kp = ¡s £ K: dimension s < p\.

We have the following easy generalization of the classical acyclic carrier theorem.

Theorem.  // (A, A )  is a p-acyclic pair of interlaced carriers of a simplicial

complex  K into an augmented chain complex C^, and L  is a subcomplex of K,

then

2.1. For any chain map a>: C^(L) —> C^ which is carried by A,  there is an

extension of cu  to a chain map   co' : C^(L U Kp+ ) —► C^ which is carried by A.

2.2. For any two chain maps a>  , a>": C^(L U Kp) —» C^ which are carried by

A ,  and for any chain homotopy D: C^(L) —> C+  between a>    | C^.(L) and

(ù    | Cj^L) which is carried by A,  there is an extension of D  to a chain homotopy

D  : CjA\L u Kp) —> C^  of co    to a>  , and which is carried by A.

The proof is that of the classical acyclic carrier theorem, with appropriate

modifications.

3.  Local connectivity. In this section we discuss homological local connect-

edness in two forms.    The first is a modification of Cech's (homological) local

connectivity; the second is a localization of Leray's convexoid condition [20].

Suppose that X is a subspace of a space   y, and  p is a nonnegative integer.

X  is  p-acyclic in  Y if, for any open covering  a of  Y, there is an open covering

a    of X such that  a   > a and the inclusion  X  » C Y     induces zero reduced

homology homomorphisms

^Xa';ö)->Wn(Ya;Q),        0<T2<p.
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In case  X = Y, we say that  Y is p-acyclic.   If  V is p-acyclic for all integers

p > 0, then   Y is  oo-acyclic.

This notion of  p-acyclicity of   Y is stronger than the notion that   Y has the

Cech homology groups of a point in all dimensions from  0 through  p.   The

following theorem is well known.

3.1 Theorem. Suppose Y is a space and X is a compact subspace. Then

X is p-acyclic in Y if and only if the inclusion X C Y induces zero reduced

Cech homology homomorphisms iji all dimensions from 0  through  p.

Definition. Let   y be a regular Hausdorff space.   For a point y £ Y and

integer p > 0,   Y is "lc (Q) at y" if, for any neighborhood   U of y, there exists

a neighborhood  V of y in  U such that  V is  p-acyclic in  U.   Y is  le A.Q) at a

subset   Y    if it is  le (Q) at every point of  Y .

In order to localize Leray's notion of convexoid spaces, we need to introduce

the notion of monotone set function.   A monotone set function F on a space   Y

is a function which assigns to each subset  W of   Y a set  F(W) such that two

conditions hold:

(a) W C F(W) C Y,

(b) if  V C W then  F(V) C F(W).

If  F    is a monotone set function, then  F is subordinate to F    if for each

W C Y, F(W)C F'(W).

Note that, for each family cl of subsets of  Y, Sta is a monotone set function.

For a family  a. of subsets of a space   Y and subset  W of   Y, write

diam(W) < a if, for some A e a.  If is a subset of A.   Then  a is a gauge fot  F

if   F(W) is  »-acyclic whenever diam(W) < a.

Definition.  Let   Y be a regular Hausdorff space.   For compact  X C Y,   Y is

"locally convexoid at X" if, for any open covering  a. of X, there exists a

monotone set function  F on  Y which is subordinate to Sta, and there exists an

open covering   a.    of X which is a gauge for  F.   We will say   Y is locally

convexoid at a subset   Y    if it is locally convexoid at every compact subset of

Y  ; if   Y = Y  , we will simply say   Y is locally convexoid.

This definition is analogous to the previously given definition of  le  (Q);

however, a compact subset  X is used in place of a point y,  an open covering   a

in place of a neighborhood   U, and a monotone set function  F in place of a

neighborhood   V.   The next two theorems justify the use of the terms "convexoid"

and "locally."

3.2 Theorem. Suppose that X  is a compact convexoid space.   Then X  is

locally convexoid.
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Proof. Let  <x be an open covering of  X.   Then there is an open covering ß

of  X such that ß* > &.   From the definition of convexoid [20], there is a finite

closed covering y of X which refines ß and which has the property that for any

set of elements  VI y • • •, VI n of y such that  (]. VI. ¿0,  U; VI. is °o-acyclic.

Then  F = Sty is a monotone set function which is subordinate to Sta.   Define

a'   as the family of all open sets of the form X\ U ¡VI £ y: VI£x\,   where x

ranges over the points of X.   Then  a.     is a gauge fot F at  X.   Thus  X is

locally convexoid.

3.3   Theorem.  //  Y     is a subset of  Y,  then any of the following is

equivalent to  Y  being locally convexoid at  Y .

3.3.1. Some neighborhood U of Y '   is locally convexoid at  Y .

3.3.2. Every neighborhood U of Y    is locally convexoid at  Y .

3.3.3. There are relatively open subsets   U . of Y'   such that   (J.U . = Y'

and such that  Y  is locally convexoid at each  U ..

Proof.  If  y is locally convexoid at   y    then one proves that 3.3.2 holds as

follows.   For an  X compact,  X C Y  , and open covering  a of  X by subsets of

U, there is a monotone set function  F on  y which is subordinate to  &, and

open covering  a    of X,  a    a gauge for  F.   Then the restriction of  F to the

subsets of  U defines a monotone set function on  U subordinate to Sta, with

gauge  [Aft U: A £ a'}.

Clearly 3.3.2 implies 3-3.1, and if 3.3.1 holds, then one may extend any

monotone set function  F on  U to a monotone set function  F    on  y by letting

F'(VI) = F(W ft (7)U VI tot VI £ y.   Then  F'   is subordinate to any Sta that  F is

subordinate to, and any gauge for  F    is a gauge for  F,  so if   U is locally

convexoid at   Y  , so is   y.

Evidently, if   Y is locally convexoid then 3.3.3 holds by letting   U . = Y'

tot all  z.   Conversely if 3.3.3 holds, and   X is a compact subset of   y',  then  X

is a union of compact subsets  X = X, u X    U  • • • U X    such that each  X . is a

subset of some   I/.....   Thus,   y is locally convexoid at each  X..   To see that

y is locally convexoid at X, it suffices to prove the case in which  X = X. u X .

Let  a be an open covering of X; we need to find a monotone set function

F on   y which is subordinate to Sta, and an open covering of X which is a

gauge for F.   Let  cXj be an open covering of X such that a   > a.   There exist

a monotone set function F    on  y which is subordinate to Sta , and an open

coveting  a    of Xj which is a gauge for F .   Assume that  a   > a       Let  a

be an open covering of X2  such that  a* > a' u Sa\Xj: A £ a  }.   Then there is

a monotone set function  F"   on   Y which is subordinate to St„    and which has a

gauge   a  , where  a    is an open covering of X2.   Assume that  a"  refines   a
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Let ß be an open covering of X such that every set of ß meets  X and such that

ß   > \A\X  : A e a' j u a".   Then define a monotone set function  F on   Y as

follows.   For a subset W of  Y, let

F(W)

F'(F"(Stß(W))) if Stß(W) n X.40 for ««-1,2,

F"(Stß(W)) if St/S(W) r\X240, St/g(H0 n Xl = 0,

F'(Stß(w)) if Stß(w) n Xj 4 0, Stß(w) n x2 = 0,

Stß(w) if Stß(w) n x;. = 0 tot «=i,2.

Then one readily sees that  F is a monotone set function on   Y.   It is subordinate

to Sta since, for any subset  W of  Y,

F(W) C F'(F"(Stß(W))) C Sta Sta Stß(W) C Sta Sta (W) C Sta(W).

Furthermore   ß is a gauge for  F:   If  W C B e/3, then Sto(W) intersects  X, and

diam St Aw) < <a\X2: A ea'jua".   There are three cases:

(1) If Stß(W) intersects Xj and X2, then diam St „(W) < a" < a^ But

then diam F^St^W)) < a' u i Ax^ A e a^. Since St^W) nX^0, then

diam F"(Stß(W)) < a'   So  F(W) = F'(F"(Stß(W))) is «,-acyclic.

(2) If Stß(W) intersects  X2 but not  X,, then diam St^(W) < a"  so F(W) =

F"(Sto(W)) is  »o-acyclic.

(3) If Sto(W) intersects  Xj  but not  X2, then diam Sto(W) < a', so

F(W) = F'(Stß(W)) is   °°-acyclic.

Since  F has a gauge ß, this completes the proof.

3.4 Theorem. Suppose that  Y  is a space which is locally convexoid at a

compact subset X.   Then there is a neighborhood U  of X such that the inclusion

map  il C Y has finite rank.

Proof. For this it suffices to find U and a finite open covering ß of U

such that for « > 0 there is a cofinal family of coverings y of Y fot which

there are homomorphisms

Hn(Yy ; Q) — H"(Uß;Q) ~* H"(Uy ; Q)

such that their composition is induced by the inclusion of  U     into  Y   .   There

exist a monotone set function F on   Y and an open covering  a of X which is

a gauge for F.   Let ß be a finite open covering of X such that every set of ß

intersects   X, and such that ß   > a..   Let   U be a closed neighborhood of X

which is a subset of Stß(X).   Let  tz be a nonnegative integer.   For any simplex

s e U   ,  F(Stß(s)) is  oo-acyclic, since  ß   > a.    So if y is any open covering

of   Y which refines  ß u { Y\U} = ß', then there is a sequence of open coverings

of   U,
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y(- 1) > y(0) > • • • > yin + 1) > y(r2 + 2) = yin + 3)

such that, for  0 < i < n + 2, ÍFiStß(s))]y^_ y) s   ^-acyclic in   [Ffèt^Cs))!.^^.

Since   jö  is finite, the family of sets of the form  F(Stßis)),  s £ U       is finite.

Thus the sequence of coverings  ly(z)S    may be chosen so. that  [F(St o(s))]    .._..

is   ^-acyclic in  [F(St o(s))] for all  z,  0 <_ i  < tz + 2,  and all simplexes

s  £ Uß.   Now define three carriers  A, A  , A  : U - —' C^iil   ) as follows.   For any

TTz-s implex  s of  U     let

A(s)=C,([F(St/3(S))]y(m + 1)),

A'(s)=Q([F(St/g(s))]y(m)),

A"U)=C,([F(St/3(s))]r(m_1)).

Then  (A, A )  and  (A , A  ) are both  (tt + l)-acyclic pairs of interlaced carriers.

For any simplicial complex   K contained in  U „ of dimension at most  t2 + 1,

Theorem 2.1 applied to the pair (A , A ) yields a chain map carried by A ,

(1) co: C*(K) -^CA\Uy),

and Theorem 2.2 applied to the pair (A, A ) shows

(2) co  is unique to within chain homotopy.

Now apply (1) to  K = in + l)-skeleton of  U o to obtain cu, and after passing

to cohomology, a homomorphism <u": Hn(Y   ; Q) —* Hn(Uß, Q).   Let

tTn:HniUß;Q)-+H"iUr;Q)

be the homomorphism induced by the inclusion  zr: U    C Uß.   Now apply (2) to

K = (tt + l)-skeleton of   U     to obtain that the composition  n"cu" is the homomor-

phism induced by the inclusion of   U     into   Y   .   As commented in the beginning

of this proof, this proves 3.4.

4.   Fixed point theorems: The finite dimensional case. In this section we

extend the Lefschetz fixed point theorem to locally compact cohomological

manifolds, as well as to certain locally connected spaces without finitely

generated homology groups.   In most cases the form of the Lefschetz theorem to

be obtained is that of Theorem 1.1, in which case all that will be stated is that

the spaces involved are  Q-simplicial.

4.1 Theorem. Suppose that p is a nonnegative integer, and Y is a space

which is le (Q) at a compact subset X. If the covering dimension of X is at

most  p+ 1,  then  Y is Q-simplicial at X.

Proof.  Let  a be an open covering of X.   Since   Y is  lc.(Q) at  X,  there is

a sequence of finite open coverings of  X,
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a(- l) > a(0) > • • • > a(p + l) > a(p + l)*> a

with the property that if  B  is a nonempty subset of   Y,  and diam(ß) < a(i - l),

then Sta(_n(ß) is   p-acyclic in Sta,.iB).   We may assume that the dimension of

the nerve of  <x( - l) is at most  p + 1.   Let  a   = a( - l).   We claim that for any

open covering ß of  Y there is a chain map of CA.X  #) into  C^Y A) which is

subordinate to  ex.   Indeed, by Dowker's theorem there is a finite subcomplex   K

of  X        of dimension at most p + 1   and a chain map which is subordinate to  a ,
a

n: C*(X #)-> CJ.K).

Since   K is finite there is a sequence of open coverings of  V,

y(- 1) > y(0) > y(l) > • • ■ > y(p + l) > y,

such that, for any simplex  s e K, [Sta,._jXs)]    ,._j. is p-acyclic in [Sta,.Xs)]   ....

Let a.(z) = a(p) and y(z) = y(p)  fot  i > p.   Then define carriers  A and A    of  K

into  C^(Y  ) by letting, for an  Tzz-simplex  s of  K,

Then (A, A ) is a p-acyclic pair of interlaced carriers of  K into  CA.Ya),  and

2.1 provides a chain map which is carried by  A,

co: CAK)-> Q(Yy).

But then con is subordinate to   ex.

4.2 Corollary.   //  Y  is a locally compact generalized cohomology manifold

over Q,  then  Y is a Q-simplicial space.

4.3 Corollary.  //  Y  is a locally compact generalized cohomology manifold

over Q,  then for any map j: Y —> Y with a precompact image, the rank of f is

finite.   If the Lefschetz number A(f; Q)   is not zero, then f(y) = y for some

y eY.

Proof.  Let X be a compact subset of  V which contains  f(Y).   There is an

open neighborhood   U of X such that the inclusion map j: U —> Y has finite rank.

If   i: X —> U is the inclusion, then / = fi(fx).   Then / also has finite rank.

Now suppose that A(/; Q) 4 0.   Let g = i(fx)j.   Then A(g; Q) = A(/; Q).

Furthermore   U is  (J-simplicial at X and gx = (fv)j has finite rank.   It follows

from Theorem 1.1 that g has a fixed point y, which is then a fixed point of /.

As a direct consequence of 4.1 there is

4.4 Theorem.  // Y  is a topological manifold which is locally homeomorphic

to a topological vector space, then  Y  is Q-simplicial at each of its subsets

having finite covering dimension.
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The techniques used to prove 4.3 are valid to prove

4.5  Corollary.  // Y  is a topological manifold which is locally homeomotphic

to a topological vector space, and f is a map of Y to itself such that the

closure of /(Y)  is compact and of finite covering dimension, then the rank of f

is finite.   If the Lefschetz number A(/; Q)  z's 7202' zero, then f has a fixed point.

It is quite easy to construct a compact space   Y which is  IcAQ), has cover-

ing dimension  p + 1, and has not finitely generated homology groups. For example,

let   y be the union of all the  p-dimensional spheres in  Rp+    which are tangent

to a hyperplane at a common point and which have radii 1/2" for 72 = 1, 2, • • •.

Such a space can be neither a quasicomplex of Lefschetz nor a weak semicomplex

of Thompson.   By 4.1 such a space is  Q-simplicial.   However, there are compact

spaces which are  lc.(Q) and have covering dimension  p + 2 and are not

Q-simplicial:   Bing has given an example of a 2-dimensional Peano continuum

which has the Cech homology of a point, but which does not have the fixed point

property [3].   It is therefore not Q-simplicial.

5.   Fixed point theorems: The infinite dimensional case.  The local connectivity

hypothesis used in this section is the locally convexoid condition.   It is much

stronger than the  le iQ) condition, but more may be derived from it, and at the

end of the section there will be given some applications to spaces constructed

with attaching maps: cones, joins, and adjunction spaces.

5.I Theorem. Suppose that Y is a space and that Y and Y are subsets

such that Y is relatively closed in Y' U Y". // Y z's locally convexoid at Y'

and Q-simplicial at   Y",  then   Y  is Q-simplicial at  Y' u Y".

Proof. Let X be a compact subset of  Y and let  cl be an open covering of

X.   Suppose that X is a subset of  Y   u Y".   We must find an open covering  cl

oí X such that, for any open covering y of  Y, there is a chain map of  C+(X  „)

into  C^iY  ) which is subordinate to  cl.   Let  cl    be an open covering of X such

that   ctj > a, let X = X ft Y , and let  F be a monotone set function on   Y, sub-

ordinate to  cl    and such that some open covering cl   of X   is a gauge for F.  Assume

further that  cl   > ay   Let ß be an open covering of X such that ß   > !A\X': A £ a\

U a'  and let ß' = Iß £ ß: B H X' / 0}.   Let  V be an open neighborhood of

X\StßiX ) such that  V is disjoint from X .   Then  V C\ X is a subset of  Y"  and

y is Q-simplicial at  V ft X.   Let ß    be an open covering of  V ft X such that

for any open covering y of   Y, there exists a chain map, subordinate to ß,

co': Cj[V ftX] .) -* C^(Yy).

Let   CL   = j V ft B: B £ ß\ u ß'.   Then it is claimed that, for any open covering
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y of  V, there exists a chain map, a>, subordinate to  a, of C^X    ) into

Cj,Y   ).   Indeed, since  (a#)    > a   > a,  then by Dowker's theorem, it would

suffice to define a chain map, subordinate to  a.

co: CAK)-^ C¿Yy)

fot some finite   K in X   „.   However, there does exist co    as above on
_ aß _

CJ[V n x]ß#)-   So let  K' = K nXfi.   Then  K is a subcomplex of [V n X]

U X'.   Let L^K'ntl/fl X] and let o>"  be the restriction of co    to
ß

CA,L').   It suffices to extend co"  to a chain map &J    of Cj^K ) into C^vV  )

which is subordinate   to  a      This is to be done by an application of 2.1.   For

a simplex s of  K', diam St^U) < ß* and St^(s) n X 4 0.   Then diam Stß(s) < a',

so F(Stß(s)) is  oo-acyclic.   Let p = dim K .   There are only finitely many simplexes, so

there exists a sequence of open coverings of  Y,

y(- 1) > y(0) > •.. > y(p - 1) > y(p) = yip + l) = • • • = y

such that, for  0 <_ m <^ p and  s e K   ,  [F(St n(s))]    .      ,. is acyclic in

[F(Sto(s))]   ,   y   So define carriers  A, A'   of  K'  to CA.Y   ) by letting each be

defined at an  777-simplex  s  of   K    as

Ms) = C*([F(Stß(s))]y(m)),      Mis) = C>,([F(St/3U))]r(m_1)).

Then  (A, A )  is an  oo-acyclic pair of interlaced carriers of   K    to  CA,Y   ).

There is, by 2.1, an extension of cA   to a chain map co    of CA.K1) to  CA.Y   )

which is carried by  A.   But   F ° St . is subordinate to St„  .   Then a)    is

subordinate to   a      and if we define  a> as  cu'   on  C^K n[Vn X]   A and as

co    on  CA,K ), then w is also subordinate to  a      This proves the theorem.

5.2   Corollary.  Let M  be a topological manifold which is locally homeomorphic

to a locally convex space.   If a map f of M into itself is such that the closure of

f(M)   is compact, then f has finite rank.   If the Lefschetz number A(f; Q)  is

nonzero, then f has a fixed point.

Proof.  Let  X be the  closure of  F(M).   By 3.4 there is an open neighborhood

U  of X such that the inclusion j: U —> Y has finite rank.   Let  i: X —» U be

the inclusion.   Then /= ji (/„) has finite rank.   If we let g = i(fx)j: U —> U,

then  A(/; Q) = A(g; Q),  and  gx = (fx)j, which has finite rank.   By 5.1,   U is

2-simplicial at  X, so if A(g; Q) 4 0, then g has a fixed point, xQ.   But then

xQ  is a fixed point of /.

Suppose Y is a space and A is a closed subspace of Y. Let T(Y, A) be

the union Y x \0\ U A x [O, l]. If /: A —> Z is a map, let Y u. Z be the space

formed by attaching   Y to Z by /;  if   Y + Z is the disjoint topological sum of
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y and  Z,  let  p: Y + Z —+ Y U. Z be the natural quotient map.   For explicit

definitions of these concepts, see  [ll].   Let /,: A x Í1 } —> Z be defined by

/j(a, 1) = fia).   Then  T\Y, A) uf   Z is formed by attaching  TiY, A) to Z by fy

The mapping cylinder    C(/) of / is   C(/) = TiA, A) U    Z.

5.3 Theorem.  //  Y  is  Q-simplicial, if A C Y  z's a cofibration, and if

f: A —» Z   z's a zrzap of A   to a locally convexoid space Z,  then  Y u, Z  is a

Q-simplicial space.

Proof. That A C Y is a cofibration is equivalent to the existence of a

retraction   p: Y x [0, l] -» TiY, A).   By Corollary 3.11 of [16],   Y x [0, l]  is a

Q-simplicial space and, by Corollary 3.5 of [16],  TiY, A) is a Q-simplicial space.

But then  TiY, A) u,   Z is  Q-simplicial on the complement of p(Z).   Furthermore

T(y, A) \j    Z is locally convexoid at piZ).   By 5.1,  T(Y, A) CL   Z is a

Q-simplicial space.   The remainder of the proof consists in observing  that since

A C y is a cofibration, then, for any compact subset  X  of   Y vj.Z,   X  is approach-

able in   Y UfZ by  T(Y, A) \j     Z and then, by Theorem 3.3 of [16],    Y \jfZ is

locally convexoid at  X.   Since   X was an arbitrary compact subset of   Y u. Z,

Y U, Z is a Q-simplicial space.

5.4 Corollary.   The mapping cylinder Cif)   of a map f from a Q-simplicial

space toa locally convexoid space is  Q-simplicial.

5.5 Corollary.  The join  Y*Z,   of a Q-simplicial space  Y anda locally

convexoid space Z,   is a Q-simplicial space.

Proof.  Let  p: Y x Z —» Y,   q: Y x Z —» Z be the natural projections.   Let

CiZ)  be the cone over  Z.   Then   Cip) Sí Y x CiZ) so  Cip)  is   Q-simplicial.

Furthermore  Y x Z  is identifiable to a closed subset of  Cip) such that   Y x Z C

Cip)  is a cofibration.    Finally   y * Z  is formed by attaching  Cip) to  Z by  q,

so by 5.3,   y *Z  is   Q-simplicial.

5.6 Corollary.   Let  Y  be a Q-simplicial space and CiY)  be the cone with

base   Y.   Let f be a map of CiY)  to itself which has a precompact image.   Then

f has a fixed point.

By a counterexample of Kinoshita, 5.6 is false for compact space   y which

is not Q-simplicial, and by an adjustment of Kinoshita's example, Knill showed

that   CiY) need not have the fixed point property even if   Y were compact and had

the fixed point property itself.   Thompson has shown, [24],  that the cone over a

compact quasi-complex has the fixed point property.

In general one cannot weaken the hypotheses of Theorem 5.3 by, say,

weakening the condition on Z to be  Q-simplicial, or on A  to be any closed
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subset of  Y.   Example 4.1 of [16] may be used to construct a counterexample to

the former, and as for the latter, it would suffice to see that

5.7 Theorem.  There is a compact acyclic space  Y and closed subspace A

such that A   is locally convexoid and Y is Q-simplicial at  Y\A, anda map

f: Y —» Y such that j has no fixed points.

Many of the known counterexamples of fixed point theory  [5],  [14],  and [17],

may be used to provide an example to prove 5.7.
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